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The Elementary OS Developers Have Decided To Fork Geary Under A New Name: Pantheon Mail[2]

As you may know, Yorba is a foundation that develops open-source software, famous for
Geary, an awesome email client, Shotwell, a screenshot tool similar to Windows? Snipping
tool and California Calendar.

Cockpit 0.83 and 0.84 Released [3]

Cockpit releases every week. This week it was 0.84. I?ll also include notes from 0.83 here.

Pitivi 0.95 ? Enfant Suisse [4]

Hey everyone! It?s time for a new Pitivi release, 0.95. This one packs a lot of bugfixes and
architectural work to further stabilize the GES backend. In this blog post, I?ll give you an
overview of the new and interesting stuff this release brings, coming out from a year of hard
work. It?s pretty epic and you?re in for a few surprises, so I suggest listening to this song
while you?re reading this blog post.

Cat discovers GNOME desktop bug [5]

It's a tip of the open source hat today to a cat belonging to one Christoph Reiter, which

recently discovered a bug in Linux desktop GNOME.

gspell news [6]

If everything goes fine, the 1.0 version will be released at the same time as GNOME 3.20,
with a stable API.

smartmontools [7]

I've also uploaded a new version of smartmontools which updates the package to the new
upstream version. I'm not the regular maintainer for this package, but it is in the set of
packages covered by the collab-maint team. To be polite I uploaded it to DELAYED-7, so it
will take a week to hit unstable. I've temporarily put a copy of the package here in the
meantime.
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